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**Title of your keynote speech/lecture:**
Nitrogen dynamics in horticultural crop organic farming systems

**Abstract of your keynote speech/lecture:**
Organic farming is developing fast by its benefit of environment. This lecture introduces students to organic farming all over the world in recent years. And The advantages and some issues, the roles and regulations of organic farming in between western contraries and in China would be analyzed in the lecture as well.

Nitrogen is particularly important element for the basis of ecological and agricultural development. It depends on the availability of soil and groundwater. Some cutting-edge research of plant uptake of organic nitrogen in organic vs. conventional farming systems would be discussed in the lecture. There are some evidences that horticultural crops such as tomato, melon, spinach and pakchoi could take up much more organic nitrogen as their nutrients in organic farming systems than those in conventional. Are there competitions between plants and microorganisms in using organic nitrogen in soil? Mechanisms of organic nitrogen uptake, enzyme activities of nitrogen cycles, nitrogen input and output in soils both in organic and conventional farming systems would be given in the lecture.
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